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ABSTRACT: The electronic absorption line shape and Stark spectrum of the lowest energyQy transition of
the special pair in bacterial reaction centers contain a wealth of information on mixing with charge
transfer states and electronic asymmetry. Both vary greatly in mutants that perturb the chemical composition
of the special pair, such as the heterodimer mutants, and in mutants that alter interactions between the
special pair and the surrounding reaction center protein, such as those that add or remove hydrogen bonds.
The conventional and higher-order Stark spectra of a series of mutants are presented with the aim of
developing a systematic description of the electronic structure of the excited state of the special pair that
initiates photosynthetic charge separation. The mutants L168HF, M197FH, L131LH and L131LH/M160LH/
M197FH are known to have different hydrogen-bonding patterns to the special pair; however, they exhibit
Stark effects that are very similar to wild type. By contrast, the addition of a hydrogen bond to the M-side
keto carbonyl group of the special pair in M160LH greatly affects both the absorption and Stark spectra.
The heterodimer special pairs, L173HL and M202HL, exhibit much larger Stark effects than wild type,
with the greatest effect in the M-side mutant. Double mutants that combine the M-side heterodimer and
a hydrogen-bond addition to the L-side of the special pair decrease the magnitude of the Stark effect.
These results suggest that the electronic asymmetry of the dimer can be perturbed either by the formation
of a heterodimer or by adding or deleting a hydrogen bond to a keto carbonyl group. From the pattern
observed, it is concluded that the charge transfer state PL

+PM
- has a larger influence on the excited state

of the dimer in wild type than the PL-PM
+charge transfer state. Furthermore, asymmetry can be varied

continuously, from extreme cases in which the heterodimer and hydrogen-bond effects work together, to
cases in which hydrogen bonding offsets the effects of the heterodimer, to cases in which the homodimer
is perturbed by hydrogen bonds. This leads to a unified model for understanding the effects of perturbations
on the electronic symmetry of the special pair, and this can be connected with perturbations on the properties
of many other systems such as donor-acceptor-substituted polyenes.

Photoexcitation of a strongly interacting pair of bacterio-
chlorophyll (BChl)1 molecules called the special pair or P
in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) initiates a
series of light-driven charge separation reactions. The singlet
excited state of P,1P, transfers an electron within a few
picoseconds to HL, a bacteriopheophytin (BPhe) molecule
that is the initial electron acceptor (1). As shown in the upper
part of Figure 1, there are two similar sets of chromophores
related by a localC2 axis of symmetry that can serve as
electron acceptors, yet only the chromophores on the L side
(the right side as illustrated, sometimes denoted theA branch)
participate in the initial charge separation processes. The high
level of structural symmetry is also evident within P itself
as illustrated in the lower part of Figure 1. Examination of
amino acid residues in the immediate vicinity of P reveals
one obvious source of environmental asymmetry, the pres-

ence of a hydrogen bond from histidine L168 to PL, one of
the bacteriochlorophylls comprising P. As it is generally
believed that some combination of symmetry-breaking amino
acid differences on the L and M branches of the RC is the
origin of unidirectional electron transfer, it is interesting to
investigate the electronic asymmetry of the special pair
caused by environmental perturbations, and this is the
purpose of the present investigation.

Previous data suggest that1P is not electronicallyC2

symmetric; that is, the local symmetry is broken upon
photoexcitation. In particular, Stark spectroscopy shows that
a substantial separation of charge occurs upon photoexcita-
tion of P, and the change in dipole moment between the
ground and excited state,∆µ, is substantially larger for P
than for a monomeric BChl (2). Significantly, the measured
angleúA between∆µ and the transition dipole moment of P
demonstrates that∆µ is not parallel to theC2 symmetry axis.
This suggests that∆µ for P cannot simply be an equally
weighted vector sum of∆µ for each BChl in the dimer, as
the resulting∆µ would lie along theC2 axis (2). These
spectroscopic observables describe the difference between
the ground- and excited-state properties of P at the instant
of photoexcitation. Additional changes may occur during the
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1P lifetime prior to electron transfer, but there are few data
on this point. There have been many studies using EPR and
ENDOR spectroscopy of P+, the product of the initial charge
separation reaction, that demonstrate that the hole is not
equally shared by the two halves of the special pair (3, 4).
These measurements are typically made on a long time scale
compared to the initial charge separation processes. Ad-
ditionally, an absorption band has been observed centered
at about 2600 cm-1 when the special pair is oxidized (5),
and this has been attributed to the transition between the
nondegenerate PL

+PM and PMPL
+ states (6). Likewise, the

triplet state of P has been shown to possess significant
charge-transfer character (7, 8). The relationship among these
different observables will be discussed below.

The influence of amino acids in the vicinity of P, shown
in the lower part of Figure 1, has been explored in several
studies. If either Mg-ligating histidine residue is replaced
with Leu, a heterodimer is formed in which one of the BChls
is replaced by a bacteriopheophytin (BChl in which the Mg
is replaced by two hydrogen atoms) (9). The special pairs

in these RCs have significantly altered spectroscopic (10,
11) and functional properties (12). Mutants have been
designed in which the histidine residue (His L168) that is
hydrogen-bonded to the peripheral conjugated carbonyl group
is removed or in which non-hydrogen-bonding amino acids
near to conjugated carbonyl groups of P (residues M160,
L131, and M197) are replaced by histidine residues that are
capable of forming hydrogen bonds (13-16). The presence
or absence of these hydrogen bonds leads to changes in the
carbonyl stretch frequency detected by FTIR (17) and FT
Raman spectroscopies (18-20). These hydrogen-bond mu-
tants exhibit large and systematic variations in the oxidation
potential of the special pair (16, 20).

Interesting changes are also observed in the electronic
absorption spectra of these mutants, but no systematic study
has been presented. There has been considerable speculation
on the role of the internal charge transfer (CT) states, e.g.,
PL

+PM
- and PL

-PM
+, and their influence on the properties

of the dimer electronic transitions (21-25). In a simple one-
electron picture, such states are likely to be close in energy
to the pure exciton states of the dimer. The relative energy,
reorganization energy, and electronic coupling of these
intradimer CT states with the exciton states should have a
substantial effect on the electronic properties of1P. Further-
more, changes in the hydrogen bonding or formation of a
heterodimer should alter the energies of these internal CT
states, as addition of a hydrogen bond or removal of the Mg
from one side of the dimer should make that side harder to
oxidize and easier to reduce.

In a recent paper (26), we modeled the line shape of the
Qy electronic absorption band for the heterodimer mutant
M202HL (BChlLBPheM) in Rhodobacter sphaeroidesusing
a charge resonance theory. This model consists of three
states: the ground state, a pure molecular exciton state, and
a vibronically broadened CT state. Two parameters govern
the observed absorption line shape: the relative coupling
strengthR, which is the ratio of the electronic coupling
strength to the vibronic bandwidth of the CT state (treated
as a Gaussian for simplicity), and the relative energy shift
δ, which is given by the location of the exciton state within
the vibronic continuum of the CT state. It was shown that
the unusual absorption spectrum of the heterodimer special
pair could be modeled by using an intermediate coupling
strength (R∼ 0.33). By examining the effects of the selective
addition or deletion of hydrogen bonds to peripheral con-
jugated carbonyl groups of the heterodimer, it could be
demonstrated that the BChlL

+BPheM- intradimer CT state
is closer in energy to the exciton state than the BChlL

-BPheM+

CT state (the latter is expected to be substantially higher in
energy since BPhe is more difficult to oxidize than BChlin
Vitro (27); the analysis in ref26gives the absolute placement
of the energies of these states).

In this paper, we address the broader question of whether
the native homodimer and hydrogen-bond mutants of the
homodimer can be understood within the same qualitative
framework as the M202HL heterodimer. For the homodimer
special pair in wild-type RCs, it is likely that the energies
of PL

+PM
- and PL

-PM
+ are much closer than in the

heterodimers, so a correct model must consider interactions
with both these CT states. This remains to be developed,
and the data presented should serve as an experimental guide
for further theoretical studies. Conceptually, one expects a

FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of the chromophore arrangement
(upper panel) derived from X-ray structures of reaction centers (48)
and an enlarged cross-sectional view of the special pair (lower
panel) showing amino acids residues in wild type that have been
altered by site-directed mutagenesis.
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continuous evolution from the wild-type homodimer in a
relatively more symmetric environment to a homodimer in
a more asymmetric environment to the extreme case of
asymmetry of the heterodimer. Conversely, the extreme
asymmetry introduced into the heterodimer mutants by
converting a BChl to BPhe can be made more symmetric to
some extent by environmental changes such as compensating
hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, the overall direction of the
electronic asymmetry can be altered as it is imposed locally
on one side or the other, either by formation of the BChlL-
BPheM heterodimer (M202HL) or the reverse BChlMBPheL
heterodimer (L173HL) and/or by asymmetric introduction
or deletion of hydrogen bonds to conjugated carbonyl groups.
As described below, this viewpoint makes a close connection
with descriptions of donor-acceptor-substituted polyenes
whose electronic properties have been extensively studied
(see, e.g., ref41 for parallel investigations). This places the
systematic analysis of the special pair in the RC into a much
larger context.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All mutant RC strains except for L168HG and L173HL
were kindly provided by Professors JoAnn Williams, Jim
Allen, and Neal Woodbury (13, 15, 16). The L168HG mutant
was prepared as described previously (28). The L173HL
mutant was engineered with a poly(histidine) tag at the
N-terminal end of the M subunit; this poly(histidine) tag has
been shown to have no effect on the properties of the RC
but greatly facilitates RC isolation (29). RCs were obtained
from Rb. sphaeroidescells grown under semiaerobic condi-
tions in the dark (30).

Stark and absorption spectra of theQy bands were obtained
at 77 K for RCs in 50/50 (v/v) glycerol/buffer (10 mM Tris,
pH 8, and 0.05% LDAO) glasses with a typical OD of 0.35
at 800 nm. The Stark sample cell was constructed from two
glass slides coated with 1700 Å of indium tin oxide (ITO)
and separated by a 25µm Kapton spacer. The sample was
immersed in liquid nitrogen in a dewar with strain-free quartz
windows. The thickness of the sample was measured with a
micrometer or calculated from the interference fringes present
in the normal incidence absorption spectra. The values
obtained from the two methods were in agreement to 1.0
µm. Applied field strengths ranged from 0.6 to 0.8 MV/cm.

Stark spectra were obtained by use of lockin detection as
described previously (31, 32). A digitally synthesized low-
distortion sine wave from the lockin amplifier was amplified,
producing an AC voltage across the sample. The lockin
amplifier was set to detect an even harmonic (2ω or 4ω) of
the field modulation frequencyω, and the corresponding
Stark spectra are denoted 2ω or 4ω. The absorption was
probed with horizontally polarized light, and a Si photodiode
was used to detect∆I andI. Spectra were acquired at normal
incidence where the angleø between the electric field vector
of the probe light and the applied field direction is 90° and
at least one other angle (typicallyø ∼ 50°). The value ofø
was determined from the absorption spectrum at each angle
by taking the ratio of the absorption at the angle relative to
that at normal incidence and computing the angle from the
difference in path lengths. The amplitudes of Stark spectra
at angles other than normal incidence were corrected for the
change in the absorption due to the change in path length.

For frozen, isotropic samples, the conventional or 2ω Stark
spectrum can be described as the sum of derivatives of the
absorption spectrum (33, 34):

whereFext is the external applied field,f is the local field
correction,2 h is Planck’s constant, andc is the speed of light.
The coefficientsAø, Bø, and Cø are associated with the
molecular properties of the system.Aø is related to the change
in the transition moment upon application of an applied field,
Bø is associated with the change in polarizability∆R between
the ground and excited states, andCø is given by

Cø depends only on∆µ andúA, the angle between∆µ and
the transition moment direction. For our purposes, only the
magnitude of the second-derivative component in a Stark
spectrum will be considered, and this is only related to∆µ
(35). úA was determined from the ratio of the Stark spectra
taken at different experimental anglesø.

If ∆µ dominates the Stark effect, the same∆µ can be
determined from the 4ω Stark spectrum (36). In this case,
the numerical second derivative of the experimental 2ω Stark
spectrum should share the same line shape as the experi-
mental 4ω Stark spectrum, and their amplitude ratio can be
used to determine∆µ directly:

where ν d2[∆A(ν,2ω)/ν]/dν2 is the ν-weighted second de-
rivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum obtained by numerical
differentiation.

To obtain derivatives of the absorption spectra at 77 K it
was necessary to acquire absorption spectra without interfer-
ence fringes and with a high signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore,
absorption spectra were taken at an angle other than normal
incidence with a double-beam Perkin-Elmer Lambda 12
spectrometer. The absorption spectrum amplitude was then
matched to the one taken with the Stark apparatus. The

2 The local electric field at the molecule is equal to the external
(applied) fieldFext multiplied by the local field correctionf. The local
field correction is related to the dielectric constant of the medium and
the shape of the cavity, which should be approximately the same for
all the mutants. For simplicity, subsequent references to the field will
use the notationF and the values obtained for the difference dipole
will be reported as debyes/f.

∆A(ν,F2,2ω) ) (fFext)
2 ×

{AøA(ν) +
Bx

15hc

ν d[A(ν)

ν ]
dν

+
Cø

30h2c2

νd2[A(ν)

ν ]
dν2 } (1)

Cø ) ∆µ2[5 + (3 cos2 ø - 1)(3 cos2 úA - 1)] (2)

∆A(ν,4ω)

ν d2[∆A(ν,2ω)

ν ]/dν2

)

∆µ2F2[7 + 2(3 cos2 ø - 1)(3 cos2 úA - 1)]

28h2c2[5 + (3 cos2 ø - 1)(3 cos2 úA - 1)]
(3)
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monochromator on the Stark apparatus and the spectropho-
tometer had approximately the same resolution (1.7 versus
2 nm).

RESULTS

All spectra presented in the figures were obtained withø
) 90°. The applied electric field strengths have been scaled
to a field strength of 1.0 MV/cm, and the absorption spectra
were normalized to an OD of 0.2 at 760 nm (see below) to
facilitate comparisons. The 2ω Stark spectra depend onF2

and the 4ω Stark spectra depend onF4. We begin by
describing the results qualitatively, including trends associ-
ated with different classes of mutation. This is followed by
a more quantitative analysis.

Addition of a Hydrogen Bond to the PM Acetyl Carbonyl.
The absorption, 2ω, and 4ω Stark spectra of theQy bands at
77 K for wild type and the M197FH mutant are presented
in Figure 2. The absorption of the H band due to the two
BPhes can be used for normalization as this band is relatively
unchanged by the mutations near the special pair. In all
mutants examined, the second derivative of the H-band
absorption spectrum matches the line shape of its 2ω Stark
spectrum very well. Furthermore, the second derivative of
its 2ω Stark spectrum matches the line shape of the 4ω Stark
spectrum; thus, as discussed in the Materials and Methods

section above and in detail elsewhere (36), the H-band Stark
spectrum is dominated by∆µ. The values of∆µ obtained
for the H bands in these mutants fall within a small range
from 3.5 to 3.8 D/f. As has been shown by Zhou and Boxer
(37), the higher-order Stark spectrum in the B band region
contains an interesting new resonance Stark effect and
therefore cannot be used for standardization.

The position and bandwidth of the dimer absorption band
in the M197FH mutant are comparable to those of wild type.
The position of the minimum in the 2ω Stark spectrum
deviates only slightly from the maximum of the absorption
band (Table 1), which is also a characteristic of wild type.
This suggests that∆µ dominates the Stark effect for M197FH
and wild type. Interestingly, the M197FH mutation causes a
large variation in the redox potential of the dimer (16),
despite their nearly identical absorption and Stark spectra.

Mutations That Add a Hydrogen Bond to Keto Carbonyl
Groups.The absorption and Stark spectra of the P band for
homodimer mutants in which a hydrogen bond has been
added to a keto carbonyl at either end of the special pair
(see lower part of Figure 1) are compared with WT in Figure
3. The L-side mutant (L131LH, center panel) is similar to
wild type (left panel) in both the line shape of the absorption
band and the magnitude of the Stark effect. In contrast, the
M-side mutant (M160LH, right panel) exhibits a much

Table 1: Absorption and Stark Band Positions and Absorption Full Widths at Half-Maximum for the Special PairQy Transitions in Reaction
Center Mutantsa

reaction center absorption maximum absorption FWHM minimum of 2ω Stark spectrum maximum of 4ω Stark spectrum

wild type 11220 570 11250 11310
L131LH 11190 730 11190 ∼11100
M160LH 11160 ∼1000 10930 10900
L173HL 11380 >1000 11180 11150
M202HL 11000 nd 10700 10670

11800
M202HL/L131LH 11160 >1000 11000 10970
M202HL/M160LH 10500 nd 10300 10260

11500 11500 11500
L168HF 11470 670 11450 11500
L168HG 11360 730 11190 11190
L168HF /M197FH 11740 660 11740 11810
M197FH 11260 550 11200 11150
L131LH/M160LH/M197FH 11270 630 11220 11170

a Measurements were made in 50% glycerol at 77 K. All values are given in reciprocal centimeters.

FIGURE 2: Absorption (top), 2ω (middle), and 4ω (bottom) Stark
spectra ofRb. sphaeroidesRCs for wild type (left) and the M197FH
mutant (right) in the Qy region at 77 K. The bands associated with
the special pair (P), the bacteriochlorophyll monomers (B), and the
bacteriopheophytins (H) are labeled (cf. Figure 1). The absorption
spectra were scaled to an optical density of 0.2 at 760 nm, and the
Stark spectra were normalized to an applied field of 1.0 MV/cm to
facilitate comparison in this and all subsequent figures.

FIGURE 3: Absorption (top), 2ω (middle), and 4ω (bottom) Stark
spectra of the dimer band of WT (left), L131LH mutant (center),
and M160LH mutant (right). The mutations add a hydrogen bond
to the ring E keto carbonyl on opposite ends of the dimer (cf. Figure
1).
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broader absorption line shape, and its Stark spectrum has a
larger amplitude and very different line shape than that of
the P band in wild type (see Table 1). In the L131LH mutant,
the minimum of the 2ω Stark spectrum matches the absorp-
tion band maximum. However, for the M160LH mutant, the
minimum of the 2ω Stark spectrum is shifted substantially
to lower energy by about 230 cm-1 compared to the
maximum of the absorption band. Qualitatively, two conclu-
sions can be drawn. First, addition of a hydrogen bond to
the M-side chromophore of the dimer has a larger effect on
the absorption and Stark spectra than the addition of a
hydrogen bond to the L-side chromophore. Second, the effect
of adding a hydrogen bond to the M-side keto carbonyl group
of the special pair produces a larger perturbation on its
absorption and Stark spectra than adding a hydrogen bond
to the M-side acetyl group.

Heterodimer Mutations.The spectra of the dimer band for
the L-side heterodimer (L173HL, the reverse heterodimer)
and the M-side heterodimer (M202HL) mutants are compared
with wild type in Figure 4. Both heterodimers have spectra
that differ significantly from that of wild type. The L173HL
mutant (center panel) has a broader absorption band than
wild type, while the M202HL mutant (right panel) has a
much broader, extended dimer absorption band with two
poorly resolved absorption maxima (10). The line shapes of
the 2ω and 4ω Stark spectra for both heterodimer mutants
are very different from that of wild type, and the magnitude
of the Stark effect in both mutants is substantially larger than
that of wild type. In the L173HL mutant, the minimum of
the 2ω Stark spectrum is shifted substantially to lower energy
by about 200 cm-1 from the maximum of the absorption
band. Likewise, the minimum of the 2ω Stark spectrum of
the lower-energy feature in the M202HL spectrum is shifted
by about 300 cm-1 to lower energy from the maximum of
the corresponding absorption feature. Interestingly, the
absorption and Stark characteristics of the L173HL mutant
are similar to those of the homodimer band of M160LH (right
panel, Figure 3). Qualitatively it is evident that formation
of the M-side heterodimer is a more severe perturbation to
the absorption and Stark spectra than formation of the L-side
heterodimer.

Heterodimer/Hydrogen-Bond Mutants.The data for two
M-side heterodimer/hydrogen-bond double mutants are com-

pared to the M-side heterodimer mutant in Figure 5. Addition
of a hydrogen bond to the conjugated carbonyl groups at
opposite ends of the dimer (see lower part of Figure 1)
produces rather different effects on the heterodimer band.
In the M202HL/M160LH mutant, the absorption spectrum
of the dimer becomes even broader than that in M202HL.
Interestingly, the higher-energy feature around 860 nm is
more intense than the lower energy feature around 940 nm
in the M202HL/M160LH mutant, whereas the two features
have comparable intensities in the M-side heterodimer (10).
In M202HL/L131LH, where a hydrogen bond is added to
the L-side of the dimer (Figure 5, center panel), the dimer
absorption band is narrower than that in M202HL, though it
is still broader than in WT. In contrast to M202HL/M160LH,
the lower energy side of the dimer absorption in M202HL/
L131LH contains a prominent absorption peak and no higher-
energy absorption feature is discernible from the absorption
spectrum. For the Stark spectra, the minimum of the 2ω Stark
spectrum of M202HL/L131LH mutant is shifted about 160
cm-1 to lower energy than the maximum of the absorption
spectrum, while the minimum of the Stark spectrum for the
low-energy feature of the M202HL/M160LH double mutant
is shifted about 200 cm-1 to lower energy compared to the
maximum of the absorption. Overall, the M160LH mutation
on the M-side of heterodimer M202HL causes the dimer
absorption band to become even broader than that of
M202HL, while the L131LH mutation on the L-side of
heterodimer M202HL reverses the trend and causes the dimer
absorption band to be narrower and more similar to WT.
Furthermore, the absorption and Stark data of the M202HL/
L131LH mutant are strikingly similar to the M-side hydrogen-
bond mutant M160LH (right panel, Figure 3) and the L-side
(reverse) heterodimer mutant (center panel, Figure 4). The
origin of these similarities despite seemingly diverse per-
turbations will be discussed further below.

Mutations That RemoVe the Hydrogen Bond from the
Acetyl Carbonyl Groups.The spectra for the L168 mutants
in which His has been replaced by Phe or Gly are compared
with WT in Figure 6. These mutations remove the hydrogen
bond between the protein and the acetyl carbonyl group of
PL (see lower part of Figure 1). The P band in both mutants
is shifted to higher energy compared to wild type, as has
been reported previously for the L168HF mutant (15); the

FIGURE 4: Absorption (top), 2ω (middle), and 4ω (bottom) Stark
spectra of the dimer band of WT (left), the L173HL mutant (L-
side heterodimer, center), and the M202HL mutant (M-side
heterodimer, right).

FIGURE 5: Absorption (top), 2ω (middle), and 4ω (bottom) Stark
spectra of the dimer band of the M202HL mutant (M-side
heterodimer, left), the M202HL/L131LH double mutant (center),
and the M202HL/M160LH double mutant (right).
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bandwidths are only slightly greater than in wild type (Table
1). Although the absorption spectra are similar to each other,
there are differences in the shape, position, and magnitude
of the Stark spectra. For example, the minimum of the 2ω
Stark spectrum for the L168HG mutant is shifted by 170
cm-1 to lower energy compared to the maximum of the
absorption band, while the minimum of the 2ω Stark
spectrum for the L168HF mutant is only slightly shifted (∼20
cm-1) from the maximum of the absorption. Likewise, it is
apparent from the 4ω Stark spectrum that the magnitude of
the Stark effect is larger in the L168HG mutant.

Multiple Hydrogen-Bond Mutations.Data have also been
obtained for the L168HF/M197FH and L131LH/M160LH/
M197FH mutants (not shown). The P band of the L168HF/
M197FH mutant is shifted 500 cm-1 to higher energy
compared to that of wild type. Although the band positions
of the absorption and Stark spectra appear to be aligned in
this double mutant, this evaluation is complicated by overlap
of the dimer band with the B band. The Stark and absorption
spectra of the L131LH/M160LH/M197FH mutant are es-
sentially identical to those of the single mutant M197FH,
and therefore are similar to those of wild type. Since this
triple mutant has characteristics of M197FH and not M160LH,
it appears that the addition of a hydrogen bond to the L-side
keto carbonyl group compensates for the effect of adding a
hydrogen bond to the M-side keto carbonyl group.

In summary, two characteristic observations regarding
absorption and Stark spectra can be used as a qualitative
guide in classifying the independent and combined effects
of hydrogen-bond and heterodimer mutations. The width and
position of the absorption band compared to that of wild
type is the first characteristic used for classification. The
magnitude of the Stark effect and position of the minimum
of the Stark effect compared to the absorption spectrum
maximum is used to further categorize these mutants. The
special pair in WT and heterodimer in M202HL can be
viewed as two limiting cases. Hydrogen-bond addition to
the M-side keto carbonyl group (M160LH) results in a
broader P band with a larger Stark effect than in WT. In
contrast, hydrogen-bond addition to the symmetry-related
L-side keto carbonyl group (L131LH) as well as to the
M-side acetyl group (M197FH) appears to have little effect
on the Stark or absorption spectra. BChl-to-BPhe modifica-
tion of the M-side (M202HL) causes the dimer band to be

much broader than the corresponding mutation on the L-side
(L173HL). Addition of a hydrogen bond to the M-side
heterodimer in M202HL/M160LH further broadens the dimer
absorption, while addition of hydrogen bond to the L-side
in M202HL/L131LH reverses the trend and the dimer
absorption band becomes narrower than that in M202HL but
still much broader than in WT. Interestingly, the dimer
absorption and Stark spectra for M202HL/L131LH and
M160LH are very similar despite the fact that the dimer is
a heterodimer in the first case but a homodimer in the second.
This indicates that the effects of adding a hydrogen bond to
the keto carbonyl and BChl-to-BPhe modification on absorp-
tion spectra and Stark effects may share a common physical
origin, though differing in the effectiveness or strength of
the perturbation. Mutants in which the hydrogen bond is
removed from the acetyl carbonyl group (L168 mutants)
belong to an entirely different category since their absorption
spectra are blue-shifted compared to wild type, while the
magnitude and shift of the Stark spectra may or may not be
similar to wild type.

QuantitatiVe Analysis of Stark Effects.Figure 7 (top panels)
shows a comparison of the line shape of the second derivative
of the absorption spectra with the 2ω Stark spectra for the
three homodimers. This comparison is important because it
is the basis on which∆µ is obtained by the type of analysis
originally developed by Liptay (33). The wild-type 2ω Stark
spectrum line shape (Figure 7, left panel) is similar to the
second derivative of the absorption spectrum. This agreement
of the line shapes suggests that∆µ is the dominant
contributor to the Stark spectrum (35). In the L131LH mutant
(upper middle panel), the second derivative of the absorption
is also similar to the 2ω Stark spectrum, again suggesting
that∆µ dominates the Stark spectrum. Other reaction centers
that fit into this line shape category include L168HF,
M197FH, L131LH/M160LH/M197FH, and M197FH/L168HF
mutants. In all these mutants, the line shapes of the second
derivative of the absorption and the 2ω Stark spectra match
well enough so that|∆µ| can be calculated by using eq 2.
The calculated difference dipoles range (Table 2) from 5.9
to 7.0 D, all similar to wild type (5.5 D).

In the M160LH mutant (Figure 7, upper right panel), the
Stark spectrum is shifted by 200 cm-1 to lower energy from

FIGURE 6: Absorption (top), 2ω (middle), and 4ω (bottom) Stark
spectra of wild type (left), the L168HF mutant (middle), and the
L168HG mutant (right).

FIGURE 7: Comparison of the 2ω Stark spectra (‚‚‚) with the
ν-weighted second derivative of the absorption (s) (top) and of
4ω Stark spectra (‚‚‚) with the ν-weighted second derivative 2ω
Stark spectrum (s) (bottom) for wild type (left), the L131LH mutant
(center), and M160LH mutant (right). The derivatives are multiplied
by the following factors to give approximately the same magnitude
as the data: wild-type absorption derivative (1200), 2ω Stark
derivative (750); L131LH absorption derivative (1400), 2ω Stark
derivative (1350); M160LH absorption derivative (4200), 2ω Stark
derivative (2200).
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the minimum of the second derivative of the absorption, and
the shape of the 2ω Stark spectrum deviates significantly
from that of the second derivative of the absorption spectrum.
Other mutants that belong in this category include L173HL,
L168HG, and M202HL/L131LH. In all these mutants, the
Liptay model of the Stark spectrum based on the derivatives
of the absorption spectrum does not work, since even if the
first and zeroth derivatives of the absorption spectrum are
used in the model, the large shift in the Stark spectra cannot
be explained. Therefore, the difference dipole for these
mutants cannot be calculated by using derivatives of the
absorption spectrum.

The M202HL and M202HL/M160LH mutants belong to
a third classification of Stark line shapes. In these mutants,
the absorption band is very broad, so a second derivative of
the absorption spectrum cannot be reliably obtained. How-
ever, it is clear from position of the absorption maxima and
Stark minima (Table 1) that these mutants also have an
extremely red-shifted Stark spectrum, so|∆µ| cannot be
reliably obtained for these mutants by using the derivatives
of the absorption spectrum.

To analyze the Stark spectra further, it is useful to compare
the positions of the minima of the 2ω Stark spectra with the
maxima of the 4ω Stark spectra (see Table 1). Surprisingly,
even for mutants in which the 2ω Stark spectrum minimum
is significantly shifted from the absorption maximum, the
minimum of the 2ω Stark spectrum is at a similar position
to the maximum of the 4ω Stark spectrum. Comparison of
the second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum with the 4ω
Stark line shape (Figure 7, bottom panels) further emphasizes
this observation. For wild type (lower left panel), the 4ω
Stark spectrum is shifted to higher energy relative to the
second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum and exhibits less
structure, so the line shapes are not identical. For L131LH
(middle panel), the line shape of the 4ω Stark spectrum
matches the line shape of the second derivative of the 2ω
Stark spectrum quite well. Finally, for M160LH (right panel),
the second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum resembles
the 4ω Stark spectrum. In all other mutants, including
M202HL and M202HL/M160LH, the second derivative of
the 2ω Stark spectrum also was found to match the 4ω Stark
spectrum.

To compare the magnitude of the Stark effect in all the
mutants, we obtain a ratio of the second derivative of the
2ω Stark spectrum to the 4ω Stark spectrum (Table 2). For
those mutants in which the second derivative of the absorp-
tion matches the Stark line shape, we would expect to obtain
the same|∆µ| from this analysis as from the analysis using
the second derivative of the absorption spectrum and the 2ω
Stark spectrum. Estimated values of|∆µ| based on this
approach (eq 3) for these mutants are reported in Table 2.
The value of|∆µ| obtained for wild type is 7.5 D, while
those obtained for the mutants with Stark line shapes similar
to wild type were approximately 10 D. In all cases, the|∆µ|
obtained from this method is larger than from the conven-
tional comparison of the second derivative of the absorption
to the 2ω Stark data. There are several possible explanations
for this difference. First, our model is limited because it
considers∆µ to be the only significant contribution to the
Stark spectra and does not consider any other contributions,
such as the difference polarizability∆R. Second, the
underlying assumptions of the Liptay analysis may not be
appropriate for this system, even if the CT state energies
are relatively distant. Third, it is possible that the absorption
feature that gives rise to the observed Stark spectrum on the
low-energy side is buried under an absorption feature whose
Stark is much smaller. Using the value of|∆µ| obtained from
the ratio of the second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum
to the observed 4ω Stark spectrum, we can work backward
to obtain the putative absorption of such an underlying band.
In effect, this uses the Stark spectrum to explore a possible
deconvolution of the absorption band. Application of this
procedure produces a band on the low-energy side that is
much too large to be consistent with the observed absorption,
indicating that this mechanism is not operative.

In the following, we will use the ratio of the second
derivative of the 2ω Stark effect to the 4ω Stark effect to
obtain a better estimate of the comparative magnitudes of
the Stark effects in all the different mutants, but we
emphasize that these values of|∆µ| are model-dependent.
The ratios of the second derivative of the 2ω Stark to the
4ω Stark are given in Table 2. As can be seen from this
analysis, there are three groupings in the magnitude of the
Stark effect that correspond to the three types of line shapes

Table 2: Difference Dipole Moments,|∆µ|, and Anglesúa between∆µ and the Transition Dipole Moment Extracted from the Stark Data

reaction center |∆µ|(2ω)a (D/f) ratiob |∆µ|(4ω)c (D/f) úa° (2ω)d úa° (4ω)e

wild type 5.5( 0.5 800( 80 7.5( 1.0 44( 2 44( 2
L131LH 5.9( 0.5 1440( 90 10.1( 0.3 40( 3 34( 3
L168HF 6.9( 0.3 1410( 130 10( 0.5 35( 2 34( 2
L168HG 2270( 180 39( 2 37( 3
M160LH 2380( 180 40( 2 34( 3
M197FH 6.0( 0.5 1350( 150 9.8( 0.5 46( 3 47( 3
L168HF/M197FH 7.0( 0.5 1410( 130 10.0( 0.5 32( 3 31( 2
L131LH/M160LH/M197FH 6.7( 0.3 1550( 150 10.5( 0.5 47( 2 45( 2
L173HL 2880( 200 32( 2 32( 2
M202HL 4560( 500 36( 2 36( 2
M202HL/L131LH 2380( 300 39( 2 38( 2
M202HL/M160LH 5080( 500 30( 2 32( 2

a |∆µ| was obtained from the ratio of the second derivative of the absorption and the 2ω Stark spectrum (eqs 1 and 2). For those mutants for
which the Stark line shape deviates significantly from the shape of the second derivative or for which a second derivative of the absorption could
not be obtained,|∆µ| was not obtained by this method.b Ratio of 4ω Stark to the second derivative of 2ω Stark atF ) 1.0 MV/cm andø ) 54.7°
(to eliminate angle dependence).c |∆µ| was obtained from the ratio of the second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum and the 4ω Stark spectrum
(eq 3).d Obtained from the ratio of the 2ω Stark signal at different experimental anglesø. e Obtained from the ratio of the 4ω Stark signal at
different experimental anglesø.
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described above. First, the M202HL and M202HL/M160
mutants have very large Stark effects with a ratio of∼5000,
with the magnitude of the ratio for the double mutant being
slightly larger. The second group, which has a smaller ratio
(∼2500) than the first group, includes M160LH, L173HL,
M202HL/L131LH, and L168HG. Finally, the smallest ratios
(∼1400) are found in the mutants that appear to have Stark
effects most similar to wild type: M197FH, L168HF,
L168HF/M197FH, L131LH, and L131LH/M160LH/M197FH.

DISCUSSION

OVerall Trends.Qualitatively, many of the mutants have
absorption and Stark spectra that are significantly different
from those of wild type. Both the heterodimer mutants and
those that affect hydrogen bonding to the keto carbonyl
groups appear to have specific effects on the electrooptic
properties of the dimer. Formation of a heterodimer with a
BPhe on the M-side results in the largest change relative to
wild type, while formation of the L-side heterodimer results
in a smaller change in the spectra. Likewise, formation of a
hydrogen bond at the keto carbonyl group on the M-side
results in changes to the absorption and Stark spectra that
are smaller than the M-side heterodimer mutation, while the
symmetry-related mutant on the L-side has spectral features
that are about the same as those of wild type. Combinations
of the heterodimer and keto carbonyl mutations either result
in further perturbation from that of wild type (e.g., M202HL/
M160LH) or have compensating effects leading to spectra
that are more similar to wild type (e.g., M202HL/L131LH).
The characteristic changes of both the absorption and Stark
spectra can be attributed to the electron-withdrawing effects
of the perturbations associated with the mutation and the
resulting shifts in the energies of intradimer CT states. A
qualitative model for both the absorption and Stark spectra
of these mutants and an overall description of the dimer
electronic structure deduced from this information will be
described below. On the other hand, mutations that change
the hydrogen bonds to acetyl carbonyl groups can have little
effect on the spectra (e.g., M197FH), can change the position
of the absorption spectrum but not the magnitude or line
shape of the Stark spectrum (e.g., L168HF), or may alter
both the absorption and Stark spectra (e.g., L168HG). These
mutants cannot be described by the same model as the one
we propose for the keto carbonyl and heterodimer mutants.
Possible reasons for the apparent differences in the perturba-
tion of the keto and acetyl carbonyl groups by mutations
that affect hydrogen bonds will be discussed below.

Absorption Spectra.The lowest energy absorption bands
of the heterodimers and heterodimer/hydrogen-bond mutants
have been discussed previously in the context of a molecular
exciton state mixing with a single broad CT state (26). The
two broad features of the dimer band of the M202HL
heterodimer could be modeled by assuming an intermediate
electronic coupling strength between the two states. A shift
in the relative energies of the two states, holding the
electronic coupling approximately constant, was shown to
alter the relative intensities and bandwidths of the absorption
features. For example, when the exciton state is located in
the center of the CT band, the resulting absorption band
consists of two broad, symmetric bands. Shifting the CT band
to higher energy relative to the molecular exciton state causes

a narrowing and increase in intensity of the lower-energy
band, while the higher-energy band broadens and its intensity
decreases.

This model can be used qualitatively to extract information
on the location of the CT states for all the mutants reported
in this paper. The striking similarity in the absorption line
shape of M160LH, L173HL, and M202HL/L131LH suggests
that a CT state is located on the high-energy side of the
exciton state since the lower-energy feature is narrower and
more prominent than the higher-energy band. This type of
placement was used to model the absorption line shape of
the M202HL/L131LH mutant in some detail (26). In wild
type and other homodimer mutants, the lower-energy feature
is completely dominant, giving the appearance of a narrower
absorption band than that of the M160LH mutant. This line
shape can be attributed to a CT state that has shifted to higher
energy with respect to the exciton state. We stress that this
placement of states is qualitative for the homodimers because
the model in ref26 only considers mixing with a single CT
state. This is likely appropriate for a quantitative analysis of
the heterodimer absorption spectra but not for the homo-
dimers.

Stark Spectroscopy.The conventional analysis of 2ω Stark
effect spectra due to Liptay treats the effects of∆µ, ∆R,
and the oscillator strength as contributing second, first, and
zeroth derivatives of the absorption line shape, respectively,
to the Stark line shape (eq 1). Typically, the Liptay-type
analysis of Stark spectra works well for a transition that
involves one ground state and one excited state or instances
in which other excited states are sufficiently far away in
energy. This includes, for example, monomeric BChl and
BPhe both isolated and in the RC [interesting deviations are
found in the higher-order Stark spectrum of BL, discussed
in detail elsewhere (37)]. The Liptay model also appears
sufficient to account for the 2ω Stark spectrum of the dimer
band of wild-type RCs and other RCs with similar line
shapes. The Stark effect for the special pair in wild-type
reaction centers is substantially larger than for BChl, and
this has been attributed to a relatively large∆µ associated
with the mixing of intradimer CT states with the exciton
state (23). A more detailed Liptay analysis at very low
temperatures showed that there is also a significant first-
derivative component to the Stark spectrum, and this was
interpreted as indicating a large difference polarizability for
the special pair (35).

Significant deviations from the expected Liptay line shape
have been predicted when the observed transition is signifi-
cantly coupled to a third (or more) state (38, 39). This
situation can lead to variation of the electrooptic parameters
across the band. Much of the data presented here also
indicates that simple Liptay-type derivative analysis may be
inadequate to account for all aspects of the Stark spectra for
the dimer. In those RCs that have absorption maxima and
2ω Stark minima at approximately the same position, the
second derivative of the absorption dominates the line shape
and therefore∆µ would be predicted to be the dominant
factor in the Stark line shape. With this assumption, one
would expect to obtain about the same|∆µ| from the
conventional Stark analysis (eq 2) and the higher-order Stark
analysis (eq 3). However, the results of these analyses are
systematically different: the conventional analysis gives|∆µ|
from 6 to 7 D, while the comparison of the 4ω Stark
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spectrum with the second derivative of the 2ω Stark spectrum
gives |∆µ| ≈ 10 D (Table 2). The shortcomings of the
analysis are far more apparent for those mutants in which
the 2ω Stark line shape is substantially shifted to lower
energy compared with the second derivative of the absorption
(Figure 7). No combination of zeroth, first, and second
derivative line shapes of a single band can be used to fit the
2ω Stark spectra for these mutants (e.g., M160LH). Those
mutants that have the most significant deviations from the
Liptay model are those that are also predicted to have a CT
state closer to the exciton state on the basis of the model for
the absorption spectra. We therefore attribute this deviation
from the Liptay model as an indication of a more significant
mixing of the CT state(s) with the exciton state.

Electronic Asymmetry.There has been much discussion
on the role of the internal CT states of the dimer and their
influence on the asymmetry of the special pair electronic
states (22-24). These intradimer CT states cannot be
degenerate in wild type as the excited state breaks the local
C2 symmetry as discussed in the introduction. However, the
energy ordering and difference in energy of the two states
are not obvious. Calculations suggest that the PL

+PM
- state

is lower in energy and that the separation between the two
intradimer CT states is on the order of 1000 cm-1 in wild
type (24, 40). In the following, we attempt to correlate the
expected shift of CT state energies caused by changes in
hydrogen bonding and/or the formation of a heterodimer with
the observed changes in the absorption spectra and the
magnitudes and line shapes of the Stark spectra.

The mutations that add hydrogen bonds to the keto
carbonyl groups cause comparable increases in the oxidation
potential of P,+65 and+85 mV relative to wild type for
M160LH and L131LH, respectively (16). The keto carbonyl
stretching frequencies also shift by about the same amount
in these mutants (18), suggesting that the perturbations are
approximately equivalent on the opposite ends of the special
pair (cf. lower part of Figure 1). These mutations should
have different effects on the asymmetry of the dimer because
adding a hydrogen bond to the L-side stabilizes the PL

-PM
+

state and destabilizes the PL
+PM

- state, and the converse is
expected when a hydrogen bond is added to the M-side. As
can be seen in Figure 3, the absorption and Stark spectra of
these two mutants are vastly different, implying that lowering
the PL

+PM
- state and raising the PL

-PM
+ state has a

significant effect on the dimer band, while lowering the
PL

-PM
+ state and raising the PL

+PM
- state has little effect

on the dimer band.
Figure 8 presents a schematic diagram of the changes in

state energies that can be used to systematically model the
observed effects. The starting point of this model requires
that the PL+PM

- state is located closer energy to the exciton
state than PL-PM

+ in wild type. As will be seen in the
following, only this assignment leads to a self-consistent
analysis of all of the data. Upon addition of a hydrogen bond
to PM, the PL

+PM
- state is lowered and the PL

-PM
+ state is

raised, thus increasing the asymmetry of the excited state.
The increased separation of the two CT states, with the
PL

+PM
- state moving closer to the exciton state, combine to

account for the increased Stark effect as well as the observed
change in the absorption and Stark line shapes. For L131LH,
the excited state of the dimer retains about the same
characteristics of asymmetry as that of wild type. Since one

would predict stabilization of the PL-PM
+ state and desta-

bilization of the PL+PM
- state in this mutant, the energy

ordering of the CT statesmust be reVersedin order for the
special pair in this mutant to maintain the same amount of
asymmetry as wild type. This leads to the conclusion that
the L131LH mutant has approximately the same amount of
asymmetry as wild typebut the direction is different.

The observed line shapes in the heterodimer mutants can
also be understood with the model shown in Figure 8.
Replacement of the BChl PM by a BPhe, which is easier to
reduce than BChl, lowers the energy of the PL

+PM
- (now

BChlL+BPheM-) state and increases the energy of the PL
-PM

+

(now BChlL-BPheM+) state. The shifts in the energies of the
states are larger for the mutation to BPhe than just the
addition of a hydrogen bond, causing a greater asymmetry
in the dimer. Therefore, the absorption spectrum is very broad
and the Stark effect is large. The L173HL mutation moves
the other CT state, BPheL

-BChlM+, closer to the exciton state
and shifts the BPheL+BChlM- state higher in energy.
However, because of the starting position of these states in
wild type, the excited state of the dimer in the L173LH
mutant is less asymmetric than in the M202HL mutant; it is
comparable (but reversed in sign) to the asymmetry found
in the M160LH mutant. In the M202HL double mutants, the
addition of hydrogen bonds further alters the position of the
CT states. The addition of a hydrogen bond to the M side of
the dimer increases the asymmetry; in fact, in this mutant a
more detailed analysis of the absorption spectrum suggests
that the center of the CT state is well below the energy of
the exciton state (26). However, the magnitude of the Stark
effect is not much greater than the Stark effect in M202HL.
Addition of a hydrogen bond to the L-side of the dimer
decreases the asymmetry of the dimer, and the BChlL

+BPheM-

state is increased in energy relative to that of the exciton
state. This results in absorption and Stark spectra that are
similar to those of the M160LH and L173LH mutants.

Another way to visualize the perturbations on the elec-
tronic structure of the excited state is presented in Figure 9.
The dimer is considered to be an extendedπ-system from
the keto carbonyl on the L side to the keto carbonyl on the
M side (see lower part of Figure 1) (26). In wild type, there
is a small asymmetry in the excited state, characterized by
more electron density on the M-side of the dimer. Addition
of a hydrogen bond to the keto carbonyl on the M-side of
the dimer causes the electron density to be pulled toward

FIGURE 8: Diagrammatic representation of the relative energies of
the CT states in reaction center mutants based on the qualitative
analysis of the results. The pure exciton state P* is assumed to
remain the same for all the mutants, while the charge-transfer state
energies are perturbed. The charge-transfer states are represented
as narrow lines; however, these represent the maximum of a broad
CT band (26).
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the M-side of the dimer and therefore increases the asym-
metry. Replacement of BChlM with a BPhe is a more severe
change than the addition of a hydrogen bond and leads to a
greater electron density on the M side. Some of the electron
density on the M-side of the heterodimer can be pulled back
toward the L side by adding a hydrogen bond to the L-side
keto carbonyl group, as demonstrated by the decreased
magnitude of the Stark effect (compared to heterodimer) in
the M202HL/L131LH mutant. Likewise, adding a hydrogen
bond to the L side keto carbonyl of the homodimer causes
a shift in the electron density toward the opposite side;
however, the magnitude of asymmetry remains about the
same as wild type. Finally, when BChlL is replaced by a
BPhe, the asymmetry is also reversed and the magnitude of
the asymmetry is less than for the M-side heterodimer.
Described this way, the special pair electronic structure is
much like a donor-acceptor (“push-pull”) substituted
polyene system in which the donor and acceptors can be
varied to modulate the electrooptic properties of the molecule
(41).

Mutations near the Acetyl Carbonyls.Most of the mutants
in which hydrogen bonds to the acetyl groups are changed
(M197FH, L168HF, L168HF/M197FH) have Stark effects
that are similar in line shape and magnitude to the wild-
type spectra. These results are surprising as modifications
of the hydrogen bonds at the acetyl groups have been shown
to significantly perturb the P+/P oxidation potential (16), and
the large changes in the carbonyl stretching modes suggest
that the added or removed hydrogen bonds are relatively
strong (18). In all these mutants, one would expect the
electron density to become greater on the M side of the
dimer. In fact, if the magnitude of the change in oxidation
potential can be used as a guide, one would expect to see
larger changes in these mutants than in the M160LH mutant.

The relative insensitivity of the absorption and Stark
spectra to mutations in these positions could be due, in part,
to the fact that hydrogen-bond perturbations are located too
close to the center of theπ-system and therefore may be
ineffective in pulling the electron density from one side of

the dimer to the other. However, the data from the L168HG
mutant, which has a large Stark effect much like that of the
M160LH mutant, suggest that this simple interpretation may
not be correct. In particular, the model presented here requires
that all cases being compared share the sameπ system. The
acetyl groups are conjugated to theπ system, and it is likely
that removal of the hydrogen bond to the acetyl groups
changes the conformation of the acetyl group. This is
reflected in the blue-shifted absorption spectra of these
mutants (42, 24). It is also likely that different mutations at
this position (Phe and Gly) lead to different conformations
of the acetyl group, since the maxima of the dimer absorption
bands are not the same. The Stark effect should also depend
significantly on the structure of theπ-system, so it is
reasonable that the differences between L168HF, which has
a Stark effect like that of wild type, and L168HG mutant,
which has a Stark effect more similar to that of M160LH,
arise from different conformations of the acetyl group in the
two mutants. The L168HG mutant is similar to the L168HF
mutant in all other respects, as it has been confirmed that
the hydrogen bond to the PL acetyl group is removed and
the redox potentials obtained for the two mutants are
approximately the same (43).

Different Meanings of Asymmetry in1P, P+, and3P. The
amount of asymmetry in the oxidized ground state of the
dimer P+ has been evaluated by ENDOR spectroscopy for
many mutants (44, 45). As expected, the heterodimers are
highly asymmetric with the unpaired electron (hole) almost
completely localized on the more easily oxidized BChl
pigment. However, there appears to be less asymmetry in
the L173HL mutant than in the M202HL mutant (44), which
qualitatively agrees with the observations of the excited-state
asymmetry described here. For the keto carbonyl hydrogen-
bond mutants, the M160LH mutant has been shown to be
more asymmetric than wild type, while the L131LH mutant
was found to be more symmetric than wild type (45). This
is not entirely consistent with excited-state observations: the
M160LH mutant is more asymmetric than wild type, but the
L131LH mutant appears to retain about the same asymmetry
as wild type. Likewise, while the L131LH/M202HL mutant
shows less asymmetry than the M202HL mutant from the
evaluation of the Stark spectra, ENDOR spectroscopy
suggests that the hole is completely localized on the BChl
molecule. Results from ENDOR experiments on the acetyl
carbonyl hydrogen-bond mutants also show that P+ is more
symmetric in the L168HF mutant, while the M197FH mutant
has about the same amount of asymmetry as wild type, and
it was also suggested that the conformation of the acetyl
group is an important factor in understanding the results (45).
For both of these mutants, the asymmetry in the excited state
appears to be about the same as in wild type.

The triplet state of P has also been examined in some of
the mutants by low-temperature (1.5 K) absorption-detected
magnetic resonance (46, 47). For the L131LH and M160LH
mutants, the electronic structure of the triplet state was found
to be the same as that of wild type (47). For the heterodimers,
the data suggest that the triplet state is largely localized on
the BChl half of the dimer, although the L- and M-side
heterodimers are not equivalent (46). Therefore, it appears
that the observations from experiments on P+ and3P can be
related to those obtained for the excited state in the
heterodimers but not for the hydrogen-bond perturbations.

FIGURE 9: Schematic representation of the electron density on the
L versus M side of the dimer in the different reaction centers. The
rectangle represents the extendedπ system of the dimer; the circles
represent the relative amount of electronic asymmetry on each side
of the dimerπ system. At the top left, wild type is shown to have
a small amount of electronic asymmetry, with more electron density
on the M-side. Mutants on the left are found to be asymmetric in
the same direction as wild type, but with increasing magnitude of
the perturbation indicated by larger circles. Mutants on the right
are found to be asymmetric in the opposite direction as wild type,
but with increasing magnitude of the perturbation indicated by larger
circles. The LH131 dimer has about the same magnitude of
asymmetry as wild type, and this asymmetry is increased in the
L173HL mutant.
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Although earlier studies demonstrate that the electronic
asymmetry of the dimer can be perturbed by hydrogen bonds
and heterodimer formation, they do not address the function-
ally important question of how the electronic characteristics
of 1P are perturbed. The characteristics of1P are, of course,
of particular interest because this could have a significant
effect on both the rate and the quantum yield of electron
transfer. Since the asymmetry of the dimer should affect the
overlap of the orbitals involved in electron transfer between
the donor and acceptor, one would expect to see a different
effect when the mutations occur on the opposite side.
Therefore, if coupling is maximized with more electron
density on the M-side of the dimer (the situation in wild
type), one would expect the rates of the L-side mutations to
be slower than the corresponding M-side mutations. Ad-
ditionally, it has been argued that the increase in CT character
in 1P leads to an increase in the nonradiative decay rate,
reducing the quantum yield of charge separation in the
heterodimer mutant (12).

These expectations are borne out in this series of mutants.
The primary charge separation rates are slower in both the
L-side heterodimer and L-side keto hydrogen bond mutants
rates than in the corresponding M-side mutants. For the
heterodimer mutant, the electron-transfer rate to HL is
reported to be about (80 ps)-1 in M202HL, while it is at
least 2 times slower in the L-side heterodimer (12). Likewise,
the electron-transfer rate to HL is about 2 times slower in
the L-side hydrogen-bond mutant as in the M-side hydrogen-
bond mutant (12). The quantum yields of both the nonra-
diative decay to the ground state and electron transfer to form
P+HL

- depend on the relative rates of these two processes.
So although the excited states in L-side mutants have less
CT character than in the corresponding M-side mutants, the
quantum yields of electron transfer are similar (12, 13)
because of the slower rate of electron transfer to HL.
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